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This is the first sustainability report that Taprobane Seafoods has made public. This report will demonstrate our
ongoing commitment to transparency across our operations. It provides information on our annual performance for the Financial year 2020/21.

ABOUT
THIS
REPORT

To make our report more sustainable and accessible for readers, it will be available in a PDF format specifically
for an online audience. This aligns with companies' commitment to eco-friendly reporting and ensuring that
information is also freely available and accessible through our website www.tsf.lk, which gives you up-to-date
information about Taprobane Seafoods sustainability program progress, activities, and achievements.
The scope of this report covers business units under the Taprobane Seafood group, which are involved in
marine, aquaculture, and seafood processing.

PRINCIPLES FOR DEFINING REPORT CONTENT
Determining the content of this report began by understanding the impacts of our value chain on different
stakeholders, including suppliers, customers, governments, local communities, and civil society.
Unfortunately, due to time constraints, our report has not been validated by external auditors.
The report was compiled with guidance of industry experts and the Taprobane leadership group.
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Over the last 10 years, Taprobane Seafoods has continued to develop, as Sri Lanka's leading Seafood company, providing our products to consumers all over the world, and as a leader in sustainability, influencing best
practices and continuing to make significant progress towards a sustainable, ethical seafood industry.
At Taprobane Seafoods, our vision is to be the global leader in sustainable and socially responsible seafood
and Sri Lanka's most trusted seafood exporter.

DIRECTORS
MESSAGE

Throughout the last decade, we have taken this vision to the heart of our business, reflecting it in everything
that we do.
This first-ever Sustainability Report will give you just a snapshot of what we have achieved. Still, as we improve
our reporting and presentation, we believe the Sri Lankan and international community will see what Taprobane has achieved. But most importantly, we are proud to take a leadership position and work to ensure that
we are helping create a more sustainable seafood industry.
Maintaining healthy oceans, healthy fish stocks, and providing an environment where our workers are in safe
and freely chosen employment are all incredibly important.
As we embark on the next ten years of our sustainability journey, this will be more important than ever, especially as we consider the changing demands of consumers. Around the world, people are looking to their food to
provide healthy nutrition and be sourced sustainably, in line with their ethics. At the same time, we also recognize the role that the oceans and seafood play in combating ongoing challenges such as climate change and
providing healthy, nutritious diets for consumers. Sustainability is at the heart of everything we do at Taprobane
Seafood. We have an unwavering commitment to be at the forefront of positive change and deliver real and
lasting improvements across the entire industry. At the heart of this is transparency. We are committed to being
transparent across all our work, notably to support our sustainability efforts and set new standards for the entire
global industry. This report and our sustainability website are designed to aid in this transparency, showcasing
our achievements and the areas we're focusing on to make meaningful improvements.
Taprobane has set four goals that need to be achieved Safe and Legal Labor, Responsible Sourcing, Responsible Operations and People and Communities and how we fulfill our mission to be Sri Lanka's seafood industry's agent of change, making a real positive difference to our consumers, our customers, and how the category
is managed.
This year was filled with significant achievements and success. We were incredibly proud of our team and our
partners.
We urge you to read our 2021 Sustainability Report to learn more about how we bring positive change to the
global seafood industry. We are incredibly proud of the work that we do and the progress we have made. We
are looking forward to continuing this journey.
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WHO WE ARE
Taprobane Seafood is a leading seafood company in Sri Lanka. Established in 2010, the company has 11
processing facilities, employing over 1,500 direct employees throughout the North-Western and Northern
Provinces. Taprobane Seafood Group, one of Sri Lanka’s largest and pioneering raw, processed and
value-added seafood exports began its success story with the committed and visionary leadership of
Timothy O’Reilly and Dilan Fernando.
Our uniqueness stems from the fact that all our employees who work
in the processing plants in the North are women, some war widows,
all of them realizing that they are the breadwinners for their families.
Our employees in the North, from the security guard to the manager
to the supervisor and the employee are all women. Women who are
passionate about the job they do and take pride in a job well done,
every day.

BUSINESS
OVERVIEW
OUR VISION

“To Be the Global Leader in Sustainable & Socially Responsible Seafood”

OUR MISSION
“Create A Premium Quality Seafood Products for Iconic Brands,
Sourced Responsibly from Sustainable Managed (Sri Lankan) Fisheries”

OUR VALUES
• High-Quality Standards
• Social Responsibility
• Sustainability
• Integrity
• Success
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The tales of personal loss of those in the North are many. Homes and loved ones were not the only belonging
that were taken away from them. Some of them suffered serious injuries during the war, leaving them disabled
or ill with major health complications. Many of them who struggled to find job in conflict-affected areas with little
to no education were fur there isolated from any opportunity to gain an income.

BEYOND
SUSTAINABILITY

In 2014, TSG became the first privately-owned seafood company to employ persons with disabilities in this
region at their factories and continues to do so to date. This was initially carried out in par internship with the
Disability Network of the Employers' Federation of Ceylon (EFC) and was facilitated by the Local Empowerment through Economic Development (LEED) project of the International Labour Organization (ILO).
This in turn led to the construction of a purpose-built house for persons with disabilities
who were recruited by TSG, ensuring proximity to the mini plants within the Jaffna
peninsula. The initiative is on par with TSG's commitment to providing equal opportunities for the communities that live around its factories, regardless of gender. race and
religion.
The growth of TSG has been a total solution not only in addressing the unemployment
issues in the war affected areas but also in contributing to the initiatives of the government to increase seafood
production and generate higher export t earnings from the region.
TSG has taken the principles of social enterprise and applied them to a model that works for a
multimillion-dollar company without compromising on a healthy work environment and ethical employment
practices.
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TSG has a strong presence in the crab belt of Sri Lanka which travels along the coastline situated within the
nor the, encompassing the Jaffna peninsula and down towards Trincomalee.
The Vannamei shrimp farms are located predominantly within the Manna district and land in areas marked
with an orange line have been identified as ideal due these belts having vast amounts of land with no
alternate use.

SEAFOOD
SOURCING
LOCATION

TAPROBANE SEAFOOD GROUP
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The area marked with a red dot shows a new hatchery project done by the Government of Sri Lanka which is
looking for PPP. TSG is hoping to secure this hatchery via bidding in order to fur there establish its shrimp
footprint.
The processing plants in Dankotuwa are strategically placed close to the Colombo port to ensure ease of
transport as well as close to the Katunayake International Airport.
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SUSTAINABILITY AT TAPROBANE SEAFOOD GROUP
Sustainable development is essential to the future of Taprobane Seafood's business and our growth; it is
fundamental to being a responsible corporate citizen for both our employees and our global community.

SUSTAINABILITY
AT TAPROBANE
SEAFOODS

Being transparent, showcasing our achievements, and highlighting the areas we have identified for improvement, is fundamental to our vision of Sri Lanka's most trusted seafood leader.
As a global seafood leader, we are responsible for setting the standard for social, environmental, and
economic performance across our operations and into our supply chains. Recognizing this responsibility to
show leadership, we heeded our stakeholders' calls and st about preparing this report on Sustainability.
Taprobane Seafoods sustainability strategy with measurable commitments to delivering real, lasting changes
in how we operate aims to drive a positive transformation throughout the Sri Lankan and global seafood
industry.
This has become a journey from how we look after the oceans to how we manage our waste; from the
responsibility we take for our workers to building brighter futures for the communities around the coastlines of
Sri Lanka.
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OUR OVERARCHING OBJECTIVES
Workers are safe,
legally employed
and empowered

Sustainable seas,
now and for future
generations

Legal and licenced
vessels, operating
responsibly

OUR PROGRAMS
SAFE AND LEGAL LABOR

RESPONSIBLE SOURCING

Providing safe, legal and freely-chosen employment in our own facilities and in supply chains is
critically important to Taprobane.

Traceability is the key to improving
the transparency and operational practices of
the entire seafood supply chain.

Fair Labor Goals and Roadmap

Responsible Sourcing Goals and Roadmap

RESPONSIBLE OPERATIONS

PEOPLE AND COMMUNITIES

The way we operate must be environmentally
responsible and show a duty of care for
our workers.

At Taprobane we take responsibility for improving
the lives of those living and working in the regions in
which we operate.

Responsible Operations Goals and Roadmap

People and Communities Goals and Roadmap

Taprobane Seafoods is an integrated plan of initiatives, organized into four programs, to drive meaningful
improvements across the entire global seafood industry.

OUR OPERATING PRINCIPLES
Good
Governance
Robust leadership, policies and
processes ensure our business
is focused on delivering our
sustainability objectives and
is ethical across all our operations.

TAPROBANE SEAFOOD GROUP

Transparency
We will remain transparent in
all communications with
stakeholders, customers and
the industry, sharing our learnings
and providing regular updates on
our progress.

16

Partnerships
and Collaboration
We have and will continue to
actively seek out NGOs,
governments and industry partners
to work with us on initiatives
designed to deliver against our
overarching objectives. We will
continue to share our findings so
the entire industry can benefit from
our experience and findings.

BEYOND SUSTAINABILITY
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One way we assess our materiality is through our risk management procedure. Through reviewing activities
and partnerships, evaluating forthcoming legislation and the implementation of regulations, customer preference and feedback, and media profile and risk.

OUR MATERIAL
ISSUES &
STAKEHOLDERS

Taprobane Seafood Group continuously monitors the materiality of issues and their impact on our internal risk
profile.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Taprobane Seafoods regularly engages with our key stakeholders, allowing us to understand and prioritize our
sustainability risks and define appropriate responses to emerging corporate challenges.
Given our scale of operations, our material issues and impacts are complex. Taprobane is committed to
carrying out a more detailed materiality assessment, which will analyze our complete processes to identify and
prioritize the most critical issues to our stakeholders and the business as a whole
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Providing safe, legal, and freely chosen employment for workers in our facilities and supply chains is critically
essential to Taprobane Seafoods.
We want to consider how we can meet or exceed international frameworks such as the UN Guiding Principles
on Human Rights, legislation such as Modern Slavery Acts, and most importantly, ensure that people have safe
and legal work to help them fully participate in society.

SAFE &
LEGAL LABOUR

While we have significant programs in place for our employees, we are also partnering with specialist organizations and NGOs to ensure that those working in the broader industry are also protected. We know that the full
traceability of all our seafood products, from catch to consumption, will help accurately identify gaps in safe and
legal labor and, critically, give workers a voice.
We are committed to this work and helping the industry deliver against UN SDG 8, aiming to provide decent
work and economic growth for communities and individuals worldwide.
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CASE STUDY 01

CASE STUDY 02

TAPROBANE SEA FOODS (PVT) LTD. BUSINESS ETHICS &

HUMAN RIGHTS REPORT

LABOR CODE OF CONDUCT
01

02

03

BUSINESS CONDUCTED LAWFULLY AND WITH
INTEGRITY

WORK CONDUCTED ON BASIS OF AGREE
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT & LEGAL COMPLIANCE

ALL WORKERS TREATED EQUALLY WITH
RESPECT AND DIGNITY

Suppliers must not tolerate bribery, conflicts
of interest or other unethical practices and
must fully comply with all applicable national
laws and regulations.

Policies accommodate permanent, temporary
and outsourced workers, and safeguard their
rights under their employment contract, local,
national labor and social security laws and
regulations, as well as applicable
collective agreements.

No worker is subject to physical,sexual, or
psychological abuse, verbal harassment,
other forms of intimidation, or harsh and
inhumane treatment. There is no
discrimination in employment, including
hiring, compensation, advancement,
discipline, termination or retirement

04

05

improvement project (FIP) to conduct an independent assessment of the fishery using the Social Responsibility
Assessment Tool for the Seafood Sector developed by FisheryProgress.org.

» Dr. Gayathri Lokuge, Senior Researcher at the Centre for Poverty Analysis (gayathri@cepa.lk) completed
06

WORK CONDUCTED ON VOLUNTARY BASIS

ALL WORKERS OF AN APPROPRIATE AGE

ALL WORKERS PAID FAIR WAGES

Forced labor, whether in the form of
indentured labor, bonded labor or other forms,
is not acceptable. Mental and physical
coercion.

No child under the age of 16 or under the
minimum age for work as specified by labor
law in that country shall be engaged or
employed in any of the activities under
supervision of a supplier.

Workers are provided with a compensation
package that meets or exceeds the country
minimum standards. Compensation terms
established by legally binding collective
bargaining agreements shall be adhered.

» In July 2021 Taprobane Seafood Group (TSG) commissioned the Sri Lankan blue swimming crab fishery

her report in August. She found no evidence of situation factors that increase the risk of forced labour and
human trafficking in a fishery
• there is no at-sea transshipment of product and/or fishers among large vessels in the SLBSC FIP
• The SLBSC FIP has no vessels with a significant foreign migrant workforce
• The SLBSC FIP has no vessels where fishers are not allowed on shore at least once every 90 days.

07

08

09

WORKING HOURS FOR ALL WORKERS
REASONABLE

ALL WORKERS ARE FREE TO FORM AND/OR JOIN TRADE
UNIONS AND BARGAIN COLLECTIVELY WERE PERMITTED BY LAW

WORKERS’ HEALTH AND SAFETY PROTECTED
AT WORK

Workers are not required to work more than
the regular and overtime hours allowed by the
labor law of the country where the workers are
employed. All overtime work is on a voluntary
basis and paid at a premium rate.

The rights of workers to freedom of
association and collective bargaining are
recognized and respected. Workers are not
intimidated or harassed in the exercise of their
right to join any organization the exercise of
their right to join any organization.

A healthy and safe workplace is provided to
prevent accidents and injury arising out of,
linked with, or occurring in the course of work
or as a result of employer operations.

10
WORKERS HAVE ACCESS TO FAIR PROCEDURES
AND WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION
Workers are not punished for sharing
grievances, and your confidentiality is
protected during any investigation of
complaints.

11
BUSINESS CONDUCTED IN MANNER THAT
EMBRACES SUSTAINABILITY AND REDUCES
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
services are conducted with an aim to
preserve the environment and comply with
environmental regulations.

TAPROBANE SEAFOOD GROUP
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• That the SLBSC fisheries in the Palk Bay and Gulf of Mannar have no known instance of forced labor,
child labor, or human trafficking abuse within the past four years.
• The SLBSC fishery has enough information to determine if it meets any of the above Criteria.

12
PROGRESS AND COMPLIANCE ARE MONITORED
Operations, sourcing, manufacturing, of
products and the supply of Progress and
compliance are monitored 12 Suppliers
authorize TSF and subsidiaries and its
designated agents to engage in monitoring
activities to confirm compliance with this Code
of Conduct including unannounced onsite
inspections of manufacturing facilities and
employer-provided housing; reviews of books
and records relating to employment matters;
and private interviews with employees.

BEYOND SUSTAINABILITY
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CASE STUDY 03
HEALTH & SAFETY TRAINING
HEALTH & SAFETY TRAINING Working to ensure safe & legal labor throughout our employee team often
goes beyond the setting of guidelines and audits.
If there’s no applied constituent then we may find ourselves in the position of setting rules that our employees
are not equipped to follow. To avoid this situation, Taprobane regularly works with partners such as FIRE RING
FIRE SERVICES, RED CROSS SOCIETY TRAINING TEAM, SAFO CONSULTANCY TRAINING team to host
workshops and external training sessions to help our employees to understand how they can make sure that
their workers are equipped to deal with any of the emergencies.

In 2020, RED CROSS SOCIETY conducted an occupational health and safety training workshop for more than
80% employee participation. Participants received a range of guidance, including first aid and basic medical
training techniques such as CPR and how to effectively respond to a potential life-threatening situation while
possible accidents. Also received an instruction advisory sign boards to display in common areas. The training
program also covered basic instruction on work place safety, PPE usage and good health practices. In addition
to the Red Cross Society trainings, Fire Ring Fire Services conducted training for how to use all types of fire
extinguishers basic firefighting trainings. Audits alone won’t change the industry and it’s important that we
practise what we preach and assist those key training experience to operate in a safer manner in safe working
environment.

TAPROBANE SEAFOOD GROUP
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3. Restricted substances in food packaging.

CASE STUDY 04

The suppliers shall confirm that the below mentioned chemicals or chemical classes are not intentionally

1.Sustainable packaging commitments of Taprobane Seafoods Pvt. LTD.

added to any food package or packaging component during the process of manufacturing.

Taprobane Sea Foods is committed to sustainable packaging by encouraging our packaging material suppliers

Table No. 01 Chemicals /Chemical classes not to be intentionally added to food packaging materials

to comply with all the applicable local & international laws and regulations. And by using recyclable and
reusable packaging materials that will not have any adverse impacts on food safety, product quality and
marketing aspects.
2.Packaging goals of Taprobane Seafoods Pvt. Ltd.
2.1Use recyclable & reusable packaging materials.
2.1.1 Suppliers may follow the design guidelines provided at The

Association of Plastics Recyclers | APR

Design ® Guide (plasticsrecycling.org)
2.1.2 The suppliers shall confirm that the packaging or packaging components such as interior and exterior
coatings, inks , labels etc. do not contain any of the following non – recyclable materials
2.1.2.a Polystyrene or Expanded Polystyrene (9003-53-6)
2.1.2.b Polyvinyl Chloride (9002-86-2)
2.1.2.c Polyvinylidene Chloride (9002-85-1)
2.1.2.d Polycarbonates (multiple CAS)
2.1.2.e Polyhydroxyalkanoates (multiple CAS)

Chemical or Chemical Class
Heavy Metals (Pb, Cd, Cr VI, Hg)
Arsenic
Ortho-phthalates
Per- and Poly-ﬂuoroalkyl Substances
(PFAS)
Perchlorate
Bisphenol A
Bisphenol B
Bisphenol F
Bisphenol S
Bisphenol A diglycidyl ether
Benzophenone
2-Ethoxyethanol
2-Methoxyethanol
N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone
Toluene

CAS Number
7440-38-2
All Ortho
Phthalates
All PFAS classes
14797-73-0
80-05-7
77-40-7
620-92-8
80-09-1
1675-54-3
119-61-9
110-80-5
109-86-4
872-50-4
108-88-3

2.1.2.f Polylactic Acid as a rigid structure (26100-51-6)
2.2Have suppliers who use certified fibers for packaging materials such as

https://supplychain.edf.org/resources/key-chemicals-of-concern-in-food-packaging-and-food-handling-equipment

corrugated boxes.
Suppliers are encouraged to maintain certifications such as Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC) which will promote environmentally &

https://plasticsrecycling.org/apr-design-guide
https://fsc.org/en/for-businesses/packaging

socially important and economically feasible management of the
worlds’ forests.
2.3Have suppliers that comply with ISO 14001 Environment Management system.
Suppliers are encouraged to maintain ISO 14001 Environment Management systems which provides a
specific framework for implementing relevant sustainable practices.

TAPROBANE SEAFOOD GROUP
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The seafood industry is complex, whether looking at wild-caught or aquaculture fisheries. Given the complexities of the seafood industry, we recognize the importance of proactively addressing both emerging and ongoing
issues
in our dynamic business environment. Supply chain management is at the heart of Taprobane Seafoods'
sourcing policies and is vital to our business's effective and successful leadership.
Traceability is the key to improving the transparency and operational practices of the entire seafood industry.

RESPONSIBLE
SOURCING

With traceability in place, we can track every product—from catch to consumption—and we can ensure our
suppliers
abide by the same sustainability commitments as Taprobane Seafoods
Without full traceability of our supply chain, we cannot begin to understand its risks. As such, we refer to
traceability as the backbone of Taprobane Seafoods.
Our Responsible Sourcing program focuses not only on traceability but also on engagement. We view our
suppliers as partners, and we support and encourage them to meet the high standards our customers and
other stakeholders expect.
Similar to most sectors, the seafood industry has inherent risks that Taprobane Seafoods actively works to
mitigate. These risks include:
• Illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing, a legal compliance risk
• Labor and human rights violations, a social risk
• Fish population depletion, an environmental risk

TAPROBANE SEAFOOD GROUP
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FISHERY IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS

DIGITAL TRACEABILITY

CASE STUDY 05

CASE STUDY 06

About the Sri Lankan blue swimming crab FIP
Start Date:
Age:
No. Fisheries:

2013
8 years young
2 ﬁsheries / 2 Units of Assessment - (1) Palk Bay ﬁshery and (2) Gulf of Mannar ﬁshery

FIP Members:

Seafood Exporters’ Associa�on of Sri Lanka (SEASL)
> 80 Fishermen’s Coopera�ve Socie�es, Unions and Federa�ons
Department & Ministry of Fisheries and Aqua�c Resources / Government of Sri Lanka

Corporate Member(s)

Taprobane Seafood Group

Partners

Corporate
Na�onal Fisheries Ins�tute Crab Council
Santa Monica Seafood
Chicken of the Sea Frozen Food
Verwijis Import Export
Seafood Direct Asia

Total Investment:
Av. Annual Investment:

US$ 584,650
US$ 80,669

FIP Management:

pelagikos private limited

RAW MATERIAL TRACEABILITY
Traceable product supply chain for
TSG crab products

Non Government
Interna�onal Labour Organiza�on
Interna�onal Organiza�on for Migra�on
Bay of Bengal Large Marine Ecosystem
The Asia Founda�on
Market Development Facility

Progress of the Sri Lankan blue swimming crab FIP
Tier 4

2018 - The ﬁrst ﬁsheries in Sri Lanka and the only BSC ﬁsheries in
South and South East Asia to achieve a GOOD ALTERNATIVE |
YELLOW (> 2.20) eco-recommenda�on against the Monterrey Bay
Aquarium’s Seafood Watch Criteria for Fisheries.

Tier 3
2020 - The ﬁrst ﬁsheries in Sri Lanka and the only BSC ﬁsheries in
South and South East Asia to achieve a Pre Assessment score
equivalent to a PASS without conditions | GREEN (> 0.80 )
against the Marine Stewardship Council's Fisheries Standard.

Tier 3.3

Traceability Level IV
Factory Code / Date Canned

Tier 3.2

Traceability Level III
Mini plant Code / Date Picked

Tier 3.1

Traceability Level II
Cooking Centre Code / Batch / Date
Boiled

Tier 2

2021 – The FIP’s Progress Ra�ng on FisheryProgress.org
is A – Advanced Progress - even though 100% of the
Actions are incomplete…

Tier 1

Traceability Level I
Fishing Ground / Landing Centre / Boat

Note: None of the FIP’s actions will ever be completed…. A FIP is a PROCESS not a project

TAPROBANE SEAFOOD GROUP
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TRACEABILITY LEVEL I – FISHING GROUNDS AND FISHERMEN’S
Most of the mini plants are located in the Northern Province while 2 (Dankotuwa and Arachchikattuwa) are
located in the North Western Province. Dankotuwa factory operates mainly as the final canning center but does
have the capacity to process picking crabs on demand.

CASE STUDY 07
MUD CRAB FISHERY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
1) Background:Access to the major mud crab (Scylla serrate
see right) fishing grounds along the North West coast of Sri
Lanka (i.e., Puttalam, Mannar, Kilinochchi and Jaffna) was
either heavily restricted or prohibited due to the civil conflict
between 1983 and 2009.
National demand for Sri Lankan Mud Crab rose sharply in
response to resumption of tourism. Twelve years of unregulated and increasingly intensive fishing for mud crabs have
passed since the end of the conflict. To reduce or ideally
eliminate the risk of mud crab stocks off the northwest and
northern coasts becoming overfished and or subject to
overfishing, Taprobane Seafoods and Seafood Exporters’
Association of Sri Lanka (SESAL) has taken a decision to
initiate a fishery improvement project (FIP) for mud crab
fisheries along the northwestern coast.
2) A Mud Crab FIP: A fishery improvement project (FIP) is
a coordinated action by manufacturers (processors), fishermen (producers) and government authorities (regulators)
and to improve the biological and ecological status of a
fishery and introduce management measure that will
maintain the status of a fishery at a sustainable level. The
new SEASL mud crab FIP will be implemented in three parts
over a period of 24 months, requiring a total investment of
LKR 20,550,000.00 (US$ 101,231.53).
Part (1) Assessment of the status of mud crab stock(s) using
methods appropriate for data limited fisheries.
Part (2)Ecological impact assessment of mud crab fisheries
on non-target species, marine habitats and the ecosystem.
Part (3)Fishery Management.

TAPROBANE SEAFOOD GROUP
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Taprobane Seafoods has many initiatives to help ensure we operate responsibly and manage some of our

most material issues. In line with the UN Sustainability Goals focus on UN SDG 12 for Responsible Production
and Consumption and UN SDG 13 for Climate Action.

Looking to 2020 and beyond, we believe these will play an even more critical role in our sustainability strategy.
Global environmental risks such as climate change, resource consumption, and waste management have an

increasingly negative impact on our oceans which, in turn, threatens the marine species on which we depend.

RESPONSIBLE
OPERATIONS

The way we operate has to be environmentally responsible and show a duty of care for our workers in how we
use it.

We have initiatives that contribute to water reduction, energy consumption, waste to landfill reduction, reducing
greenhouse gas emissions, and accident reduction. We want everyone who works for Taprobane Seafoods to
play an active role in delivering our safety, health, and environmental goals—we see security and environmen-

tal protection as everyone's business. We also strive to advance our occupational health and safety policies,
continually strengthening our safety standards, procedures and processes.

FOOD SAFETY AND COMBATING FOOD FRAUD
Our Quality Management System is the platform that we use to ensure consistent food safety, compliance with
quality standards, and create value for consumers.
We continuously strive for excellence in food safety, food integrity, environmental protection, and energy
management system, which are reflected in numerous national and international accreditations, including
GMP, HACCP, BRC, ISO 9001: Quality Management System, ISO 14001: FSSC 22000, and Best Aquaculture
Practices (BAP).

CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
GHG Emission reduction target
2022 Target Reduce GHG emissions by 30% per ton of production

TAPROBANE SEAFOOD GROUP
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CASE STUDY 08

REDUCING ENERGY/SOLAR POWER PROJECT

INDIAN TRAWLERS FISHING ILLEGALLY IN SRI LANKAN WATERS

Taprobane Seafood in partnership with Sino Lanka Power Gen has
commenced the installation of a

one-megawatt solar photovoltaic

(PV) system at their plant in Dankotuwa.

This is the first of a two-phased project with the second megawatt

to be installed in the next 12 months. The collaboration will result in
a 19,000-tonne reduction in Taprobane’s carbon footprint over 20
years.

Part 2: The principal causes of the issues between SRL fishermen and
IND boat owners in the Palk Bay. IUU Fishing 2012
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SECTION 1 : CORPORATE ENVIRONMENT COMMITMENT
Taprobane Sea Food Group is committed to protect the environment and it is considered as a management
responsibility as well as the responsibility of every employee in the entire group which is clearly mentioned in
the company’s environmental policy. The policy further mentions the following commitments.

PERFOMANCE
SUMMARY FOR
2020/2021

 ٭Conduct its operations in compliance with applicable laws, regulations and standards concerning environmental protection and provide a mechanism for self-monitoring to ensure compliance and continual improvement.
 ٭Continually improve environmental management policies, programs, and performance, based on the results
of our periodic reviews and regulatory developments, customer needs and community expectations.
 ٭Encourage employee awareness regarding environmental concerns, actions that can be taken for improvements and their responsibilities.
 ٭Ensure that environmental protection goals and practices by contractors and suppliers involved in our Group
operations are aligned with those of Taprobane Seafood Group.
 ٭Reduce and where possible, eliminate waste generation through recycling, and handle and dispose of all
waste through safe and responsible methods.
 ٭Ensure that the Directors are fully informed about relevant environmental issues and the corporate environmental policy.
The environment policy is displayed in the company website to communicate to all interested parties such as
suppliers , customers and employees. Also, it is shown in the factory in Sinhala , Tamil and English. The roles
and responsibilities in maintaining the environment management system are allocated to a selected group of
staff members with the relevant academic qualifications and experience. The company is in the process of
creating a team of dedicated staff to continue with the Environmental Management System and is looking
forward to obtain the ISO 14001:2015 Certification.
Taprobane is using green technologies such as using LED bulbs in the factory operations. Also, a solar
system installation project was started in December 2020 to fulfill one hundred percent of the factory electricity
consumption by the end of the year 2021. Taprobane has taken many initiatives to reduce the environmental
impct due to the activities carried out in the business operations, through process optimization. In the shrimp
farms, the traditional earth ponds allow only two cycles per year. But, after deploying new technologies such as
using circular tanks with HDPE lining, the number of cycles have increased to three. In this manner, we have
been able to increase the amount of harvest using the same resources. This has enabled to reduce the water
and energy consumption per ton of shrimps that we process in the factory.
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At Taprobane , the specific consumption method is used to asses the environment footprint in relation to
energy, water and raw materials in the factory. The amount of electricity consumed per ton of production and
the amount of water used per ton of production are calculated monthly. Also, monthly raw material wastage is
measured which occurs mainly due to spillages. The management encourages to take actions to reduce the
energy, water and raw material wastages by looking at the trends,. For an example, modifications done in the
IQF machine where there were spillages in the conveyer belt. And providing training for the employees to
handle the raw material with minimum spillages.
Taprobane management has helped to reduce the environment foot print of the business by using novel
approaches. Usually , shrimp farming is carried out in natural water bodies such as estuarine environment.
Taprobane conduct shrimp farming in circular tanks in our own farm lands in Mannar. Therefore, the space
required to grow species is less compared to the traditional method of farming. Since the tanks have an HDPE
lining , the soil’s impact is minimized compared with the earth ponds where the ground directly contacts the
pond water. Hence, the pollution of the groundwater or coastal estuaries due to organic waste, chemicals and
probiotics from shrimp farms is reduced. Taprobane is the first company in the seafood industry in Sri Lanka,
to obtained the Best Aquaculture Practices (BAP) certificate, where environmental concerns such as soil and
water conservation , protection of ecologically sensitive areas and mangrove and wetland conservation are
taken in to account.

lead in promoting theintroduction of SPF L. vannamei shrimp farming which is more productive than the P.
Monodon (black tiger). Furthermore, novel technologies such as IQF (Individual Quick Freezer) machine with
high coefficient of performance was installed in 2020, which consumes less energy and higher in efficiency and
productivity than the previous IQF machine. Figure 1 and 2 depicts the trend analysis of the KPIs over the last
four financial years.

SECTION 2 : ENVIRONMENTAL INTEGRATION.

Figure No. 02 Annual Water consumption in the factory (in L / Ton)

There are many applications of green productivity at Taprobane. The best example for deploying a strategy
to enhance productivity and environmental performance for overall socio-economic development is, taking the
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Annual water usage (L/Ton)

Annual water usage (L /Ton) in the Factory

At Taprobane, the 7 R approach is taken for resource conservation. There is a dedicated and maintenance
team to repair the machines and equipment in the factory. And initiatives have been taken to attain 100%
recyclable packaging materials by the end of 2021. As a practice, the company refuse the usage of single
plastic. Reclamation of solid waste by converting them in to valuable products is also practiced. For an
instance, offal is used as fertilizers for the company owned coconut estates. And the other solid wastes are
send to recycle. At the shrimp farm in Mannar, after final harvest, in the sedimentation pond, all suspended
solids get sedimented and will act as feed for the fishes such as Tilapia. Water collected in ETP is aerated well
with application of probiotics to stabilize it. Then the water is pumped back to reservoir to reuse in production.
This reduces the amount of water usage. Also, pressure washers are used to wash the processing areas
replacing the usage of hoses that contributes to high water wastage. The machinery is repaired and used,
without discarding it. Preventive maintenance and autonomous maintenance activities are being carried out to
extend the life time of the machinery and maintain their efficiencies.
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Figure No. 01 : Annual Electricity consumption in the factory (in kWh/ Ton)
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Taprobane continuously drive their suppliers to become green by taking initiatives such as issuing the Taprobane sea foods Pvt Ltd. sustainable packaging guide. The suppliers are encouraged to use recyclable and
reusable packaging materials and to maintain ISO 14001 Environment Management systems providing a
specific framework for implementing relevant sustainable practices. Moreover , suppliers who use certified
fibers for packaging materials such as corrugated boxes, are encouraged to maintain certifications such as
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) which will promote environmentally & socially essential and economically
feasible management of the worlds’ forests. There are many initiatives taken to transform infrastructure to
become green. The best example where nature based solutions are utilized to benefit the business , is the
sunlight used in the shrimp hatchery, for algae growing.
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Figure No. 03 Green building concept used in the Hatchery at Nainamadama.

SECTION 3 : ENVIRONMENTAL BEYOND THE BUSINESS

Another mile stone in Taprobanes’ journey in
Environmental sustainability is, initiating the
use of environmental performance tracking
tools such as carbon foot print calculations.
For the financial year 2020/2021, the carbon
footprint for the Taprobane operations is
6560.45 Ton of CO2e .
The emergency response plan at Taprobane , addresses the spillages of oil such as
Diesel and Kerosine that can occur. Retention areas and spill control kits are available
in the facilities. The chemicals such as cleaning agents are placed in secondary spill
containments. Ammonia leakages handling
instructions are given in the procedure for

Taprobane has always indulge in activities related to
eco friendly initiatives. In November 2020, our
company sponsored a 100 trees planting ceremony
organized by the department of forest and district
secretariat – Mannar and coast conservation and
coastal resource management department.
Taprobane has always been in the front line, in
making the public aware of the environmental
issues related to aquatic environment. One of the
most significant examples is the social media
campaigns, protests and petitions submitted against
the Indian trawlers invading the Sri Lankan waters in
Nothern seas, initiated by Taprobane, with the
support of Nothern province fisheries corporates
and community. These Indian fishing trawlers use
the bottom trawling method that drag all the marine
resources including the coral at the bottom seas,
destroying everything in its path. Which has impacted on the ocean’s biodiversity. Moreover , Our
Director, Mr. Dilan Fernando, as the president of the
fisheries exporters’ association, was actively
involved in discussions regarding the damaged
done to the marine ecosystems from the fire incident
in the X press Perl ship.

emergency preparedness and response. Maintaining the Safety certificate for the ammonia receiver and
conducting preventive maintenance activities are some of the controls that are in place to prevent any ammonia leakages.
One of the challenges faced during the pandemic is providing transportation to all employees that were using
the public transportation. This affected the carbon foot print and to reduce this impact the hostel facilities were
upgraded and the capacities were increased to accommodate 300 employees. The face mask waste and the
additional plastic cans that contained hand sanitizer are the excess waste generated during the COVID – 19
Pandemic situations. The plastic cans are disposed through a recycler and the face mask waste is disposed
by incineration in a boiler furnace.
All the Seafood that Taprobane procures has been validated by fishery and aquaculture scientists and has
pre-agreed plans for responding to likely environmental changes. Since Taprobane, diversified in both online
and retail selling and restaurants and other food services, we managed to grow our business during the
Pandemic.
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Furthermore, Our company is ready to support for universities and research activities by sharing our industrial
knowledge. The senior Quality Assurance Manager, Mr. I.C . Subasinghe was appointed as a steering committee member at Research & Development of Fisheries & Aquaculture of the Research Arm, NSF in 2021. On
the 30th September 2020, at the Mannar shrimp farm , Taprobane technical experts on aquaculture , conducted a workshop on industrial exposure which addressed the environment sustainability and eco-friendly shrimp
farming practices deployed at Taprobane. This program was organized with the help of the Sri Lankan Army ,
as a government initiated project.
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Taprobane is the pioneer of promoting L. vannamei shrimps where the harvest is higher than the P. monodon
since the former is easier to culture with high density and the latter creates problem that require high control

CARBON FOOT PRINT

GHG quan�ﬁca�on summary for the ﬁnancial year
2020/2021

over pond management practices and high risk strategies if high stocking densities are maintained. By
introducing SPF (Specific Pathogen Free) vannamei to Sri Lankan seafood industry , Taprobane has

6000

farms instead of earth ponds has also increased the number of cycles that can be done during a year,

5000

allowing using the natural resources such as land, sustainably.
One of the projects that Taprobane was involved to reduce the climate change impacts, was planting 1000
mangrove plants in Mannar in 2019.
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contributed to the responsible consumption and production. Moreover, using the HDPE lined circular tank
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GHG quan�ﬁca�on summary for the Hatchery for the ﬁnancial
year 2020/2021
TOTAL EMISSIONS

GHG quan�ﬁca�onsummary for the factory for the ﬁnancial
year 2020/2021
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Mini plants
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Annual water usage (Liters /ton of production)

Water usage per ton of produc�on in mini plants for the ﬁnancial
year 2020/2021
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